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CEMENT MANUFACTURE IN NEBRASKA
BY ERWIN HINCKLEY BARBOteR

It is the purpose of this paper to briefly review the history of cement
manufacture in the State, to call attention to certain promising exposures of cement rock, and to report upon the first modern cement mill
in Nebraska. Not that this State has been slow in recognizing cement
as one of the most important modern constructional materials; or
slow to recognize the need of developing its natural resources; but due
rather to a combination of circumstances.
For at least twenty years, many Nebraskans have had in mind the
importance of establishing cement plants in this State. Furthermore
encouraging inducements have been held out by cities, railroads, ano
large cement users, who have offered to take, for several years in advance, the total produCt of any such mills. This is manufacturing with
a guaranteed market.
It is generally understood that a small cement mill is not profitable.
and that to build a large mill must involve heavy expenditures. Therefore the manufacture of cement in Nebraska had to await the time
when men of ample means should become interesteo. The history of
cement manufacture in Nebraska is brief, and may be recounted to advantage in this preliminary paper.
HISTORICAL.

The first cement plant in Nebraska was incorporated November 17.
1873, under the name "The Beatrice Hydraulic Cement Company."
The officers and directors of the company were H. VV. Parker, Fordyce
Roper, W. H. Somers, Hon. A. S. Paddock, Chas. H. Willard, S. C.
Smith, and J. E. Smith, all of Beatrice, and O. C. Campbell of Omaha.
The Company purchased land on the east side of the Blue River
about two miles south of Beatrice, where it at once opened quarries
near the river bank, constructeo kilns, erected huildings, and installed
machinery for the manufacture of cement. The layer worked was the
Fort Riley division of the Permo-Carboniferous. The plant was operated profitably for about two years, the Company having at that time
about $30,000 invested. The quality of this Company's cement was undoubtedly good, as evidenced by certain letters of testimonial which the
writer was able to procure from Mr. J. E. Smith. The best known
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buildings which used this cement for footings, basements, and walls,
are the old Post Office and U. S. Court House at Omaha, and the old
Post Office, now the City Hall, of Lincoln.
The product of the Beatrice plant was marketed in Des Moines,
Omaha, Lincoln, and smaller towns in Iowa and Nebraska. The
cement then produced was shipped in barrels (;nly, which were made
at the Company's plant. \Vhile in operation, this mill gave employment
to about twenty men, and about eighty barrels of cement were produced
daily, which sold for $3.50 to $4.00 a barrel.
The Beatrice Hydraulic Cement Company's plant was operated successfully and profitably until a Milwaukee cement company fixed a
price on cement in Omaha and Lincoln, which was less than the actual
cost of the barrels in which the Beatrice cement was shipped
It became apparent at once to the officers and stockholders of this
Company that they could no longer continue to manufacture at a profit,
so the property was sold at a fraction of its original cost. It is difficult
now to find workmen who used this cement nearly forty years ago, or
to get from them personal opinions regarding 1he quality of the Beatrice cement. By the courtesy of Messrs. J. E. and S. C. Smith, of
the Farmers Trust Company of Beatrice, with whom the books and
papers of the Beatrice Hydraulic Cement Company were filed, we are
able to publish a few letters showing the estimate placed upon this
cement by the users of that time.
LETTERS OF TESTIMONIAL.

Omaha, Nebr., January 28th, 1875.
Beatrice Hydraulic Cement Company,
GENTJXMEN:

As you wish my opinion in regard to your cement, I will say that it has
been used to some extent during the past season on the Government Post office.
and U. S. Court House, now being completed in this city, and it has given entire
satisfaction. and I have no hesitancy in saying that I believe it to be equal to any
American cement for general purposes.
Very respectfully,
JONES GrSE,

Supt. U. S. Court House and Post Office.
Omaha, Nebr .. February 1st, 1875.
I have used more or less of the Beatrice cement during the working of 1874
My first experience with it was not entirely satisfactorj, as its second set seemed
to be a little slow, but I am now satisfied that it is equal to any American cement
for general purposes and take pleasure in recommending it.
HENRY LrNDsA Y,
General Contractor.
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Des Moines, Iowa, February 2d, 1875.
GENTLEMEN:
I have been using the Beatrice Hydraulic Cement for pipe making both for
sewerage and chimney purposes, ever since the cement was manufactu~ed, and I
am free to say that it has given good satisfaction, and I consider it equal to any
American cement.
Respectfully,
HENRY WILLIS,
Supt. Carhonated Pipe VI/orks,
Des Moines.
Omaha, N ehr., April 17th, 1875.
We have used your cement for building the stone abutments of a hridge on
the Elkhorn River, and it gives us entire satisfaction. We consider it equal to
any American cement.
Hespectfully,
A. W. & c. A. HUBBARD,.
Omaha, N ebr., January 20th, 1875.
GENTLEMEN:
We have used the Beatrice Hydraulic cement for various purposes during the
past season, and we are satisfied that it is equal to any American cement. We
find it to he uniform in quality, and possessing a peculiar toughness, which
qualities are frequently wanting in American cements.
Yours truly,
WETHNETT BROS.,
Brick Masons and General Contractors.
O. C. Campbell, Esq.,
Agent Beatrice Cement Company.
DEAR SIRs:
We used 1600 barrels of the Beatrice Hydraulic Cement in laying 2Yz miles
of water mains at Laramie, Wyoming, coating sheet iron pipe inside and out,
which requires the best quality of cement. This was done at the most unfavorable season of the year, commencing in October and finishing in December,
and when we let the water on, the 29th day of March, we had only four trifling
leaks on the whole line of pipe, which we consider very favorable.
Very respectfully,
W M. CLABURNE,
Div. Engineer, Western Div., U. P. R R.
A. P. STEVENS, Chief Engineer.
AN ATTEMPT TO LOCATE AT NIOBRARA.

An attempt to develop a cement industry in the State was made just
prior to the founding of the plant at Yankton, South Dakota, in 1892.
According to informants, it was the original intention of the Yankton
Company to establish a plant at Niobrara, in Knox County, Nebraska,
where extensive bluffs of chalk rock and overlying shale are quite as
advantageously exposed as at Yankton. It is reported that a virtual
agreement of sale had been made. The prospective purchasers, however, refused, for prudential reasons, to answer the repeated inquiries
of the owners as to why the land was being purchased, so the bargain
was cancelled, and the plant was founded at Yankton instead.
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CEMENT INVESTIGATION AT SUPERIOR.

Since r891 prominent business men of Superior have been ambitious
to develop a cement industry at that place.
Mr. Robert Yates, the engineer who built the plant at Yankton,
South Dakota, visitecl Superior in r8<)I, and directed the attention of
citizens to the cement possibilities there. The people of Superior subscribed $2,500 for expenses incident to initial prospecting, this being
the amount necessary for preliminary work as e~timated by Mr. Yates.
As the work of experimentation continued more or less vigorously for
the next four or rIve years, this sum was supplemented from time to
time by aclditiona1 subscriptions, totalling $4,000 or $5,000.
~The citizens closely identified with this work were Captain C. E.
Adams, Alexander Hunter, David Guthrie, H. L. Pierce, A. C. Felt,
and G. L. Day, backecl by the community.
Immediately following preliminary explorations, Mr. Yates secured
options on two thousand acres of cement 1anel. His estimate, based on
deliberate and careful study, shows 100,000,000 barrels of cement in
sight on the 240 acres now owned by the Nebraska Portland Cement
Company. This agrees well with subsequent fxact estimates. The
people were further encouraged by reports from all who were consulted, to the effect that the chalk and shale at Superior were "nearly
ideal for the manufacture of cement." Samples were sent to Mr. 'vV. S.
Robinson, chemist and assayer, formerly Chief Chemist of the Union
Pacific Railroad, who made the following analyses:

w.

S. ROBINSON, M. A.

CHEMIST AND As SAYER
1112 Dodge Street

Omaha, Nebraska, April 4,

18D4.

CERTIFICATE OF ANALYSTS.

Samples of limestone received April 4th, 1894, from Mr. Rubert Yates,
Superior, Nebraska.
SAMPLE No.1 LIMESTONE.

SAMPLE NO.2 LIMESTONE.

Substance
Per Cent
1. Silica ...................... 2.15
2. Carbonate of Lime.......... 95.71
3. Oxide Alumina and Iron.... 0.93
4. Carbonate Magnesia ........ 0.43
5. Sulphur Trioxide .......... 0.27
6. Alkali and Organic Matter .. 0.51

Substance
Per Cent
1. Silica ...................... 2.51
2. Carbonate Lime ............ 94.64
3. Oxide Iron and Alumina.... 1. Hl
4. Carbonate Magnesia ........ 0.25
5. Sulphur Trioxide .......... 0.30

100.00

9D.6J
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NIOBRARA CHALK, NEBRASKA PORTLAND CEMENT COMPANY'S PROPERTY

_ Thickness 25 to 100 feet

7, PLATE 1
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CARLILE SHALE, NEBRASKA PORTLAND CEMENT COMPANY'S PROPERTY,

Thickness 300 to 400 feeL
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ANALYSIS OF CLAY.

By W. S. Robinson, M. A., Omaha, Nebraska.
April 11, 1894.
SAMPLE

No.3 CLAY.

SAMPLE No.4 CLAY.

Substance
Per Cent
1. Water of Constitution....... 7.16
2. Silica ...................... 65.81
3. Oxide Alumina ............ 17.51
4. Oxide Iron ................ 4.30
ii. Lime ...................... 0.97
6. Magnesia .................. 0.99
7. Sulphur Trioxide .......... 0.55
8. Alkali ..................... 2.60

Substance
Per Cent
1. Water of Constitution...... 8.27
2. Silica ...................... 65.31
3. Alumina Oxide ............ 17.25
4. Oxide Iron ................ 4.15
5. Lime....................... 0.95
6. Magnesia .................. 1.05
7. Alkali ...................... 2.50
8. Sulphur Trioxide .......... 0.51

99.89

99.99

Kern Farm, Superior, Nebraska.
May 15, 1894.
From Robert Yates.
Substance
Per Cent
c (1. Sili.ca SiCh ................ 6.40
L
2. OXld~ Iron Fe20;; .......... 1.95
A
3. Alumma Ab03 ............ 2.80
y
4. Lime CaO ................ 48.75
5. Magnesia MgO ............ 0.65
6. Carbonic Acid CO 2 . . . . . . . . 38.30
7. Sulphuric Acid SO;{ ........ 0.08
8. Alkalies-K20 Na20
0.91

SAMPLE No 2 CHALK.
Substance
Per Cent
1. Silica SiOz ................ 10.40
2. Oxide Iron Fe203 .......... 3.51
3. Alumina AhOs ............ 5. 2H
4. Lime CaO ................. 44.00
5. Magnesia MgO ............ 0.50
6. Carbonic Acid CO 2 . . . . . . . . 34.95
7. Sulphuric Acid SO;l ........ 0.11'.
8. Alkalie.s-K20 NazO
1.05

99.84

99.85

SAMPLE No.3 AVERAGE CHALK.
Substance
Per Cent
1. Silica Si02 ................ 20.44
2. Oxide Iron Fe203 .......... 3.50
:1. Alumina Al20g ............ 7.06
4. Water H20................ 3.01
5. Lime CaO ................. 35.12
6. Magnesia MgO ............ 0.40
7. Carbonic Acid CO 2 . . . . . . • . 27.89
8. Sulphuric Acid SO~ ........ 0.09
9. Alkalies-K 2 0 Na20
2.53

Substance
Per Cent
1. Silica SiOz ................ 16.50
2. Oxide Iron Fe203 .......... 3.85
3. Alumina A120;; ............ 8.65
4. Lime CaO ................. 38.90
5. Magnesia MgO ............ 0.35
6. Carbonic Acid C02 ........ 30.86.
7. Sulphuric Acid S03 ........ 0.05
8. Alkalies-K20 N a20
0.75

SAMPLE No.1 CHALK.

t

SAMPLE No.4 CHALK.

99.91
100.03
SAMPLE No.5 CHALK.
Substance
Per Cent
1. Silica Si02 ................ 14.38
2. Oxide Iron Fe20a .......... 2.74
3. Alumina AhOg ............ 8.76
4. Lime CaO ................. 40.76
5. Magnesia MgO ............ 0.15
fi. Carbonic Acid CO 2 ......... 32.23
7. Sulphuric Acid S03 ........ trace
8. Alkalies-K20 Na20
0.75

SAMPLE No.6 AVERAGE CHALK.
Substance
Per Cent
1. Silic<l Si02 ................ 12.33
2. Oxide Iron FezO;) .......... 2.00
3. Alumina Al203 ............ 6.53
4. Lime CaO ................. 43.26
5. Ma<:rnesia MgO ............ 0.25
6. Carbonic Acid CO2 ........ 33.99
7. Sulphuric Acid S03 ........ 0.10
8. Alkalies-K20 Na20
1.23

99.77

99.71
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SAMPLE No.7 CHALK.
Suhstance
Per Cent
1. Silica Si O~ ................ 3.98
2. Oxide Iron Fe~Ox .......... 1. 85
:3. Alumina AbO;) ............. :3. 15
4. Lime CaO ................. 4!1.58
5. Magnesia MgO ............ 0.20
fl. Carhonic Acid CO~ ......... 40.84
7. Sulphuric Acid SO;) ......... trace
8. Alkalies-K~O Na~O
0.25

SAMPLE No.8 CHALK.
Substance
Per Cent
1. Silica SiU~ ................ 27.00
2. Oxide lro'1 Fe20;] .......... 4.82
:3. Alumina AbO;] ............ 10.\11
4. Lime CaO ................. 27.54
5. Magnesia MgO ............ 0.10
G. Carhonic Acid CO:>. ......... 21. 74
7. Sulphuric Acid SO:\ ......... trace
8. Alkalies-[(20 Na20 ....... 2.10
9. Water H~O ................ 5.36

99.85
99.66
SAMPLE

No.9

AVERAGE CHALK.

Substance

No. 10

CLAY.

Per Cent
................ 18.15
Oxide Iron Fe20;1 .......... ,1. 60
Alumina AI203 ............ 9.70
Lime CaO ................. 37.66
Magnesia MgO ............ 0.21
Carbonic Acid CO'J . . . . . . . . • 2fl. 79
Sulphuric Acid SOx ........ 0.02
Alkalies-K 2 0 Na20
0.81

Substance
Per Cent
1. Silica Si0 2 ................ 60.78
2. Oxide Iron Fe20;) .......... 5. fl1
3. Alumina AbOa ............ 17.95
4. Lime CaO ................. 1.20
5. Magnesia MgO ............ 0.10
6. Carbonic Acid CO 2 . . . . . . . .
7. Sulphuric Acid SO;) ........ O. H2
8. Alkalies-Na20 K:!O
2.01
U. Water of Constitution
11.Cl4

09.!l4

99.01

1. Silica SiO~

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

SAMPLE

According to those most intimately associated witb this enterprise.
analyses and tests made thus far seemed over-encouraging, and too
good, if anything. to be fully credited by business men. Accordingly.
other samples were taken for confirmatory analyses. Eighteen holes
were now drilled and "grab samples" taken for eyery foot downward
The grab samples were quartered and sent to \V. S. Robinson for
analysis. He reported, "this is one of the best cement rocks in the
country." The result of all inquiry seemed to warrant further effort.
and an abandoned starch factory was converted into an experimental
cement mill in which actual cement, estimated at from one-half to
three-quarters of a ton. was produced. This was sent to engineers am1
cement workers in yarious cities, such as London, N ew York, Philadelphia, Chicago, and St. Louis. After testing, the invariable report from
each city was to the effect that "the Superior cement was pleasing in
color, and equal in strength to the best imported."
Experimentation progressed most encouragingly, but an unust1al
period of drought and stringency was beginning to be felt; which, for
'the time, repressed all efforts at organization and incorporation. ' However, during this trying time, all options on land were kept up. Toward
the close of 190,i, the subscribers were asked to meet with Mr. Yates
in N ew York City to form a company. In response to this call. Captain
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PERSPECTIVE VIEW, NEBRASKA PORTLAND CEMENT COMPANY'S PLANT AT SUPERIOR

Looking Northwest across Republican River.
1. Rock Storage Building; 2. Shale Storage Building; 3. Dryer Building; 4. Raw Grinding Building; 5. Stacks; 6 and 7.
Kiln Building; 8. Cooler Building; 9. Finishing Building; 10. C linker Open Storage, Concrete Clinker Plate; 11. Stock House;
12. Power House; 13. Machine Shop; 14. Blacksmith Shop; 15.Dil House; 16. Office and Laboratory.
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C. E. Adams, representing the Superior constituents, visited New York

City, and in company with Mr. Yates and others, tentatively organized
a company designated "The Superior Portland Cement Company."
About the same time Mr. E. E. Bruce of Omaha visited Mr. Yates
and became favorably impressed with the proposed plans. But the
continued financial depression of that time, coupled with the discovery
of great supplies of natural fuels, particularly oil and gas in Kansas
and Oklahoma, turned all thought to those great fields, and reduced immediate interest in the undertaking at Superior.
ORGANIZATION AND INCORPORATION OF THE NEBRASKA PORTLAND
CEMENT COMPANY

Early in the fall of 1909, Mr. H. G. Calkins, through his agent,
addressed the office of the Nebraska Geological Survey and, in a brief
letter, inquired about the cement possibilities of the State. A copy of
this letter and the reply, which had something to do with the immediate location and organization of the first modern cement plant in the
State, follow:
Kansas City, Mo., October 18th, 1909.
State Geologist,
Lincoln, Nebraska.
DEAR SIR :-vVill you please let me know what sections of Nebraskl
have limestone, shale, or clay suitable for the manufacture of cement
as I have some parties who wish to erect a cement mill in that State.
vVhat expense is there attached to this? Inclose bill with your reply
and I will immediately send you check for the same.
Yours truly,
H. G. CALKINS, Sec'y, b~/ Agent.
Lincoln, Nebr., October 21st, 1909.
SIR :-In answer to your letter of October 18th, I am able to
say that it seems to me there are great cement possibilities in the
State. I shall mail you, with this letter, a map which I published some
time ago, at private expense, which will give you a general idea of the
cement exposures in the State.
The Carboniferous exposures, abounding in limestone and shale,
occur in the very southeastern corner of this State. This has been
tested theoretically as well as practically. The old Post Office in Lincoln is laid in part with cement made at Beatrice, but the mill has been
closed for years.
DEAR
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Better cement opportunities are to be found in the Cretaceous formation, as we believe. This you will find plainly indicated on the map.
Chalk rock quite pure, underlaid or overlaid by shale, abounds in
Knox County, westward, and at Superior. I mention these places
because the chalk deposits are prominent, and they have good shipping
facilities, there being two or three competing lines at Superior. The
exposures at Niobrara are very bold anel are advantageously situated,
as we believe. The deposits at Niobrara are about the same as those
at Yankton, South Dakota, where they have been making cement for
some years.
Please examine the map and see if it answers your question satisfactorily. If not, feel at liberty to address me again. I note your friendly
offer to honor my bill. Allow me to say that the State Legislature, a
good many years ago, made me State Geologist "without pay," and I
have held the lucrative position ever since. Having formed the habit,
I make no charges, and am pleased to serve you in any way J can.
Yours very truly,
ERWIN H. BARllOL'R.
Following this and subsequent correspondence, Mr. H. G. Calkins
visited Superior, conferred with Captain Adams, and other citizens,
and made a preliminary examination of the property. Shortly thereafter the following articles of incorporation were drawn up according
to the laws of Nebraska:
CERTIFICATE OF INCORPORATION.
"\Ve the undersigned hereby certify that we have formed ourselves
into an association for the purpose of forming a corporation to be
known as THE NEBRASKA PORTLAND CEMENT COMPANY, that the
amount of capital stock necessary is ($1,200,000.00) twelve hundred
thousand dollars, divided into twelve thousand shares of one hundred
dollars each, and the principal place of business of said corporation
shall be at Superior, Nebraska. Said corporation shall be organized
under the laws of Nebraska.
The above and foregoing articles of incorporation have been adopted
and constitute the organic law of said corporation.
In testimony whereof we have hereunto set our hands this 3d day ot
February, 1910:
F. H. SHeBns.
c. T. BILLS.
C. K. GITTINGS.
C. H. \VALRATII.
E. E. BBUCE.
G. W. STUBBS.
E. L. CLINE.
C. McLAUGHLIN.
A. C. FELT.
H. G. CALKINS."
C. E. ADAMS.
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Fig. I.-Machine Shop, Cooler Pit and Tunnel leading from the Open Storage to the Finishing Building, now enclosed.

Fig. 2.-Concrete Trunion Piers. Upper piers forward, lower piers back.
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A company was organized; general offices were secured in Omaha;
and the following officers were elected:
C. McLaughlin, President.
C. E. Adams, Treasurer.
H. G. Calkins, Secretary and General Manager.
Executive Committee: C. McLaughlin, H. G. Calkins, C. E. Adams.
General Counsel: Stubbs & Stubbs, of Kansas City.
Depository: First National Bank of Omaha.
Trustee: First Trust Company, of Omaha.
Chemist: A. C. Lyons, Vice President of the Kansas City Testing
Laboratory.
To bond for $Roo,ooo, the probable cost of a modern cement plant,
according to the laws of Nebraska necessitated incorporating for
$r,200,000. The capital stock is in shares of $roo each.
Preliminary to incorporation and organization, the following
analyses and tests were made:
KANSAS CITY TESTING LABORATORY.
Kal1sas City, Mo., N ovemher ]0, 1900.
Nebraska Portland Cement Co.,
:322 Midland Building,
City.
DEAR SIR:
This is to certify that we have analyzed the samples of SHALE and LIMESTONE submitted by you on the 6th inst. Herewith we make our report on
same:
ANALYSES.
SHALE No.2.
SHALE No 1.
M-602
M-603
Ingredient
Per Cent
Ingredient
Per Cent
Loss on Ignition .............. 7.60
Loss on Ignition .............. 8.10
Silica ........................ 63.00
Silica ......................... 63.40
Alumina ...................... 19.70
Alumina ...................... 20.40
Iron Oxide ................... 4.30
Iron Oxide ......•............ 4.20
Calcium Oxide (Lime) ....... 1.60
Calcium Oxide (Lime) ........ 1.20
Magnesium Oxide ............ 1. 35
Magnesium Oxide ............ 1. 25
Sulphur Trioxide ............. 0.45
Sulphur Trioxide ............. 0.40
Alkalies ...................... 1.40
Alkalies ...................... 1.30
Total ....................... 99.95
Total ....................... 99.80
CALCIlDf C\RBONATE .......... 2.13 CALCIUM CARBONATE.......... 2.85
MAGNESIUM CARBONATE....... 2.62 MAGNESIUM CARBONATE....... 2.84
REMARKS: Both of these samples of shale are admirably adapted for use in
the manufacture of Portland Cement, being extremely low in sulphates and alkalies, and the ratio of alumina to silica is about right for a good shale for cement
purposes, in conjunction with a high grade lime rock. The magnesia is low in
both samples, an important factor for a high grade Portland Cement material.
These two samples coming from different parts of the same property, being so
similar in chemical composition, show the shale material to be very uniform
indeed.
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The iron oxide and alumina exist in a very good proportion, the iron oxide
being about in right ratio to facilitate easy clinkering of the raw mix.
Limestone Limestone Limestone
No.2
No.3
No.4
Ingredient
Per Cent
Per Cent
Per Cent
M-604
M-605
M-606
Alumina ................................... 0.30 ....... 1.30 ....... 1.50
Loss on Ignition ........................... 41. 70 ...... .42.10 ....... 41. 06
Silica...................................... 2.80 ....... 2.85 ....... 3.00
Iron Oxide ................................ 1. 50 ....... 1. 80 ...... , 2.30
Calcium Oxide (Lime) ..................... 52.80 ....... 51.55 ....... 51.00
Magnesium Oxide (Magnesia) ............. 0.80 ....... 0.75 ....... 0.90
Sulphur Trioxide ........................... Trace ...... Trace ...... Trace
Alkalies ................................... None ....... None ....... None
Total .................................. \19.90 ...... 100.35 ....... 99.76
CALCIUM CARBONATE ....................... 93. \18 ...... 91. 76 ....... 90.78
MAGNESIUM CARBON ATE .................... 1. 68. . . . . . 1. 58 ....... 1. 90
REMARKS: All three of these samples of limerock are very similar in composition. Sample No. 3 is the best of the three, although all three are excellent
limestone materials for use in manufacturing Portland Cement, being high in
lime and very low in silica content. The alumina carried by this limerock improves it materially. especially in view of the shales being high in silica. The
iron oxide contained also will aid the mixture with such shales, having a
tendency to lower the fusing point of the raw mix, causing the material to
clinker with ease. The three samples are extremely low in magnesia, also quite
free from the two detrimental ingredients, i. e. sulphates and alkalies.
All three of these samples are well suited for use in the manufacture of a
high grade Portland Cement.
Respectfully submitted,
KANSAS CITY TESTING LABORATORY,
By A. G. LYON.

The property of the Nebraska Portland Cement Company consists
of tvv'O tracts of laml--one a quarry site, the other a mill site, with a
right-of-way for a railroad connecting the two. The mill site, consisting of ninety-seven acres, is located on the north bank of the Republican River, one and one-half miles west of Superior; while the quarry
site is two and one-eighth miles south of the mill, and across the line
in Jewell County, Kansas.
The farmers of this region showed a commendable spirit in sacrificing land in behalf of home industry. Though aware of the cement
possibilities on their land, they sold portions of it for sums which were
nominal, and in one or two cases even below the actual value of the
land. Mr. Samuel Blackstone transferred eighty acres from his fine
farm for $4,000, or $50 an acre, for land easily worth $100 to $150,
and Messrs. 'vV. S. Young and Frank Laird, in a like manner, transferred one hundred and sixty acres for $6,000, or $37.50 an acre.
The Republican River at the mill is about 270 feet wide, and will
furnish a perennial supply of water. It will require a bridge of three
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Fig. l.-Kiln shell, 125 feet long, 8 feet in diameter, on three Burlington
freight cars, at Superior.

Fig. 2.-Kiln shell on the grounds ready for installation.
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Fig. I.-Three kiln shells installed on their trunion piers. Viewed from the
feed end, looking toward the Cooler Building.

Fig. 2.-Discharge end of kiln. Burner floor ready for concrete.
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spans, each 90 feet long, and about 700 feet of trestle work. In addition, about three miles of standard gauge railroad, including spurs and
side track, wiiI be laid between the quarry and the mill. Each car.
having side dump, will have a capacity of four cubic yards, or approximately six tons, and will be operated by electricity. The grade is such
that these loaded cars can run by gravity much of the distance from
the quarry to the mill, but at the bridge there lS a one per cent grade
to be overcome.
Due to the foresight of Colonel Bills of Lincoln and Secretary
Calkins, Robert \V. Hunt and Company, Engineers of Chicago, were
subsequently engaged. This Company made certain minor changes in
previous plans, made exact measurements, contour and outcrop maps.
and reported upon the property as follows:
Kansas City, Mo., March 17, 1910.
N ehraska Portland Cement Company,
GENTLEMEN :-This is to certify that we have examined, analyzed and made
Portland Cement, from the samples of LIMESTONE and SHALE, samples submitted hy you on the 15th of Fehruary, 1B10, said samples received hy express
from Superior, Nell., herewith we make our preliminary report on the work up
to and including the 7 days physical tests on the finished Portland Cement.
N-5!J ...................................................... SHALE
N -53 ................................................. LIMESTONE
N -57 .......................................... FlNISHED CEMENT
ANALYSIS OF RAW MATERIALS.

Tngredient Determined.

Shale N -59
Limestone N -58
Loss on Ignition ................................. 9.70% ......... .41.10%
Silica ............................................ 1)0.60 .......... 3.80
Alumina ......................................... 18.65 .......... 0.30
Iron Oxide ....................................... 5.35 . . . . . . . . .. 1. 70
Calcium Oxide (Lime) ........................... 1.00 .......... 52.50
Magnesium Oxide (Magnesia) ................... 1.25 .......... 0.35
Sulphur Trioxide ................................ Trace ...... " . Trace
Alkalies ......................................... 3.10 ....... . Trace
'l!J 85% ...... , ... BB.75%
CALCIUM CARBONATES ............................ 11.78% .. : ....... 93.45%
Color of Shale, pleasing light gray; Hardness, soft, fine even grain.
Color of Limestone, very light cream; Hardness, soft, chalky, uniform.
TRIAL BURN.

Several mixtures were calculated and trial hurns made on small batches to
study the nature of the resulting clinker-color of the ground cement, etc., and
the following mixture was finally adopted for our tests:
Limestone, N -58 .......................................... 1000 parts by weight
Shale, N -58 .............................................. 240 parts by weight
Both the Limestone and the Shale were pulverized to pass the 100 mesh
sieve, and the above proportion mixed thoroughly, made into small balls, and
burned in the Braun Furnace to vitrification, the resulting clinker was black.
evenly burned and had a metallic ring (sound).
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AKALYSIS OF THE RESULTING CEMENT.

Loss on Ignition.....................................................
Silica ...............................................................
Alumina ............................................................
Iron Oxide ......................................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
Magnesium Oxide (Magnesia) .......................................
Calcium Oxide (Lime) ..............................................
Sulphur Trioxide ...................................................
Alkalies ............................................................

0.80%
22.85
G. 20
:l. fiO

0.75
(j5.40
trace
trac~

Total ........................................................... 99. (jOo/c
The above clinker was grotmd so that all passed a 100 mesh sieve, and th~n
one and one-half per cent of ground gypsum was added and thoroughly mixed.
and the following physical tests made on the finished cement.
PHYSICAL TESTS ON THE FINISHED CEMENT.

Specilic gravity of the cement ...................................... " :~. 20
Setting property (initial set) time required ...................... 2 hrs. 10 min.
(final set) time required ...................... 4 hrs. :35 min.
Normal Consistency:-Amount water required ............. , ......... 24.00%
Fineness :-Passing 100 mesh sieve ................................... 100.00%
Passing 200 mesh sieve ................................... 87.50(/l,
Accelerated Tests:-Air Pats (24 hours in moist air) Sound; hard, O. K.
Steamed Pats (3 hours in live steam) Sound; hard, O. K.
Boiling water Pats (3 hours in hoi ling water) Sound; hard
Amount of Gypsum added to the raw cement. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1. 80%
Color of finished Cement. ......................................... Light gray
TENSILE STRENGTH.

24 hours in Moist Air
Neat
Cement
225 ibs.
230
210
Average:

1 day in Air; 6 days in Water
Neat
Cement
6251bs.
G44

G27

2212-3 Ibs. per sq. in.
24 hours.

6282-3Ihs.
7 days.

1 day Air; 6 Water
Sand
1 Cement; 3 Sand
2101bs.
208
220
2122-:3 11)s.
7 days old.

REMARKS AND OPINIONS.

As the foregoing tests show, you will be able to make a high grade Portlancl
Cement from the material on your property. The limestone'is very soft and uniform, making it very easy to grind and mix. The shale is ideal, very fine and
smooth grain, and remarkably uniform in composition. The cement from your
materials will be light, pleasing gray, owing to small amount of iron in same.
Requirements of American Society for Testing Materials:
24 hours Neat 150-200 Ibs. 7 days Neat 450-550 Ibs. 7 days sand 150-200 Ills.
Your Cement passes all the requirements by wide margins. 28 days tests in
due time.
Reporting on the final 28 days tests, the Tensile Strength, Neat and Sand
Briquettes, said Cement made from your limestone and shale from Superior.
Neb., and reported on complete, except the 28 days tensile last month:
Laboratory Number, N-57.
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Fig. I.-View in the Cooler BuildIng. Two cooler shells, 6 x 53 feet, in the
foreground. Discharge end of the kilns in the background.

Fig. 2.-Pan Conveyor Honsing; the Concrete Clinker Plate beneath. To
left, the Cooler Building, now enclosed. In the background, three kiln shell~
installed.
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ONE OF THE THREE REVOLVING DRYERS, 6 X 60 FEET, SHOWING DETAIL OF
WHEN FULLY INSTALLED.
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C. E. }\ dams, representing the Superior constituents, visited N ew York
City, and in company with 1\1 r. Yates and others. tentatively organized
a company designated "The Superior Portland Cement Company."
!\bout the same time Mr. E. E. Bruce of Omaha visited Mr. Yates
and became favorably impressed with the proposed plans. But the
continued financial depression of that time, coupled with the discovery
of great supplies of natural fuels, particularly oil and gas in Kansas
and Oklahoma, turned all thought to those great fields, and reduced immediate interest in the undertaking at Superior.
ORGANIZATION AND INCORPORATION OF THE NEBRASKA PORTLAND
CEMENT COMPANY

Early in the fall of 1909, Mr. H. G. Calkins, through his agent,
addressed the office of the Nebraska Geological Survey and, in a brief
letter, inquired about the cement possibilities of the State. A copy of
this letter and the reply, which had something to do with the immediate location and organization of the first modern cement plant in the
State, follow:
Kansas City, Mo.) October 18th) 1909.
State Geologist,
Lincoln, Nebraska.
DEAR SIR :-Will you please let me know what sections of Nebraska
have limestone, shale, or clay suitable for the manufacture of cement
as I have some parties who wish to erect a cement mill in that State.
vVhat expense is there attached to this? Inclose bill with your reply
and I will immediately send you check for the same.
Yours truly,
H. G. CALKINS, Sec'}" by Agent.
Lincoln, Nebr., October 21st, 1909.
SIR :--1n answer to your letter of October 18th, I am able to
say that it seems to me there are great cement possibilities in the
State. I shall mail you, with this letter, a map which I puhlished some
time ago, at private expense, which will give you a general idea of the
cement exposures in the State.
The Carboniferous exposures, abounding in limestone and shale,
occur in the very southeastern corner of this State. This has been
tested theoretically as well as practically. The old Post Office in Lincoln is laid in part with cement made at Beatrice, but the mill has been
closed for years.
DEAl{
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Better cement opportunities are to be found in the Cretaceous formation, as we beiieve. This you will find plainly indicated on the map.
Chalk rock quite pure, underlaid or overlaid by shale, abounds in
Knox County, westward, and at Superior. I mention these places
because the chalk deposits are prominent, and they have good shipping
faciliti~s, there being two or three competing lines at Superior. The
exposures at Niobrara are very bold and are advantageously situated,
as we believe. The deposits at Niobrara are about the same as those
at Yankton, South Dakota, where they have been making cement for
some years.
Please examine the map and see if it answers your question satisfactorily. If not, feel at liberty to address me again. I note your friendly
offer to honor my bill. Allow me to say that the State Legislature, a
good many years ago, made me State Geologist "without pay," and I
have held the lucrative position ever since. Having formed the habit,
I make no charges, and am pleased to serve you in any way J can.
Yours very truly,
17,RWTN H. BARBOUR.
Following this and subsequent correspondence, ?vIr. H. G. Calkins
visited Superior, conferred with Captain Adams, and other citizens,
and made a preliminary examination of the property. Shortly thereafter the following articles of incorporation were drawn up according
to the laws of Nebraska:
CERTIFICATE OF INCORPORATION.

"\Ve the undersigned hereby certify that we have formed -ourselves
into an association for the purpose of forming a corporation to be
known as THE NEBRASKA PORTLAND CEMENT COMPANY, that the
amount of capital stock necessary is ($1,200,000.00) twelve hundred
thousand dollars, divided into twelve thousand shares of one hundred
dollars each, and the principal place of business of said corporation
shall be at Superior, Nebraska. Said corporation shall be organized
under the laws of Nebraska.
The above and foregoing article3 of incorporation have been adopted
and constitute the organic law of said corporation.
In testimony whereof we have hereunto set our hands this 3d day ot
February, 19IO:
F. H. Sn:IlBs.
c. J. BILLS.
C. K. GITTINCS.
C. H. \VALRATH.
E. E. BnucE.
G. \V. STUBBS.
E. L. CLINE.
C. McLAUGHLIN.
A. C. FELT.
H. G. CALKINS."
C. E. ADAMS.
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Fig. I.-Machine Shop. Cooler Pit and Tunnel leading from the Open Storage to the Finishing Building, now enclosed.

Fig. 2.-Concrete Trunion Piers.

Upper piers forward, lower piers back.
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A company was organized; general offices were secured in Omaha;
and the following officers were elected:
C. McLaughlin, President.
C. E. Adams, Treasurer.
H. G. Calkins, Secretary and General Manager.
Executive Committee: C. McLaughlin, H. G. Calkins, C. E. Adams.
General Counsel : Stubbs & Stubbs, of Kansas City.
Depository: First National Bank of Omaha.
Trustee: First Trust Company, of Omaha.
Chemist: A. C. Lyons, Vice President of the Kansas City Testing
Laboratory.
To bond for $800,000, the probable cost of a modern cement plant,
according to the la ws of Nebraska necessitated incorporating for
$r,200,000. The capital stock is in shares of $lOO each.
Preliminary to incorporation and organization, the following
analyses and tests were made:
KANSAS CITY TESTING LABORATORY.
Kansas City, Mo., November 10, 1909.
Nebraska Portland Cement Co.,
:322 Midland Building,
City.
DEAR SIR:
This is to certify that we have analyzed the samples of SHALE and LIMESTONE submitted by you on the 6th inst. Herewith we make our report on
same:
ANALYSES.
SHALE No.2.
SHALE No 1.
M-602
M-603
Ingredient
Per Cent
Ingredient
Per Cent
Loss on Ignition .............. 8.10
Loss on Ignition .............. 7.60
Silica ......................... 63.40
Silica ........................ 63.00
Alumina ...................... 20.40
Alumina ...................... 19.70
Iron Oxide ................... 4.20
Iron Oxide ................... 4.30
Calcium Oxide (Lime) ........ 1.20
Calcium Oxide (Lime) ....... 1.60
Magnesium Oxide ............ 1. 25
Magnesium Oxide ............ 1. 35
Sulphur Trioxide ............. 0.40
Sulphur Trioxide ............. 0.45
Alkalies ...................... 1.30
Alkalies ...................... 1.40
Total ....................... 99.95
Total ....................... 99.80
CALCIUM CARBON ATE .......... 2.13 CALCIUM CARBONATE.......... 2.85
MAGNESIUM CARBONATE ....... 2.62 MAGNESIUM CARBONATE ....... 2.84
REMARKS: Both of these samples of shale are admirably adapted for use in
the manufacture of Portland Cement, being extremely low in sulphates and alkalies, and the ratio of alumina to silica is about right for a good shale for cement
purposes, in conjunction with a high grade lime rock. The magnesia is low in
both samples, an important factor for a high grade Portland Cement material.
These two samples coming from different parts of the same property, being so
similar in chemical composition, show the shale material to be very uniform
indeed.
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The iron oxide and alumina exist in a very good proportion, the iron oxiue
being about in right ratio to facilitate easy clinkering of the raw mix.
Limestone Limestone Limestone
No.2
No.3
No.4
Ingredient
Per Cent
Per Cent
Per Cent
M-604
M-605
M-606
Alumina ................................... 0.:30 ....... 1.30 ....... 1.50
I:?~S on Ignition ........................... 41. 70 ....... 42.10 ....... 41. 06
S,i1ca ...................................... 2.80 ....... 2.85 ....... 3.00
Iron Oxide................................ 1.50 ....... 1.80 ....... 2.30
Calcium Oxide (Lime) ..................... 52.80 ....... 51.55 ....... 51.00
Magnesium Oxide (Magnesia) ............. 0.80 ....... 0.75 ....... 0.90
Sulphur Trioxide. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . ........... Trace ...... Trace ...... Trace
Alkalies ................................... None ....... None ....... None
Total .................................. 99.90 ...... 100. :,5 ....... !J9. 76
CALCIUM CARBONATE ....................... 93.98 ...... 91.76 ....... 90.78
MAGNESIUM CARBON ATE .................... 1. 68. . . . .. 1. 58 ....... 1. 90
REMARKS: All three of these samples of limerock are very similar in composition. Sample No. :l is the best of the three, although all three are excellent
limestone materials for use in manufacturing Portland Cement,· being high in
lime and very low in silica content. The alumina carried by this limerock improves it materially, especially in view of the shales being high in silica: The
iron oxide contained also will aid the mixture with such shales, having a
tendency to lower the fusing point of the raw mix, causing the material to
clinker with ease. The three samples are extremely low in magnesia, also quite
free from the two detrimental ingredients, i. e. sulphates and alkalies.
All three of these samples are well suited for use in the manufacture of a
high grade Portland Cement.
Respectfully submitted,·
KANSAS ClTY TESTING LABORATORY,
By A. G. LYON.

The property of the N ebra.ska Portbnn Cement Company consists
of two tracts of land-Dne a quarry site, the other a mill :cite, with a
right-of-way for a railroad connecting the two. The mill site, consisting of ninety-seven acres, is located on the north bank of the Republican River, one and one-half miles west of Superior; while the quarrv
site is two and one-eighth miles south of the mill, and across the line
in Jewell County, Kansas.
The farmers of this region showed a commendable spirit in sacrificing lanel in behalf of home industry. Though aware of the cement
possibilities on their land, they sold portions of it for sums which were
nominal, ann in one or two cases even below the actual value of the
land. Mr .. Samuel Blackstone transferred eighty acres from his fine
farm for $4,000, or $50 an acre, for lanel easily worth $100 to $I50,
and Messrs. \V. S. Young and Frank Laird, in a like manner, transferred one hundred and sixty acres for $6,000, or $37.50 an acre.
The Republican River at the mill is about 270 feet wide, and will
furnish a perennial supply of water. It will require a bridge of three
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Fig. I.-Kiln shell, 125 feet long, 8 feet in diameter, on three Burlington
freight cars, at Superior.

Fig. 2.-Kiln shell on the grounds ready for installation.
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Viewed from the

Fig. 2.-Discharge end of kiln. Burner floor ready for concrete.
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spans, each 90 feet long, and aboui 700 feet of trestle work. In addition,. about three miles of standard gauge railroad, including spurs and
side track, will be laid between the quarry and the mill. Each car.
baying side clump, will have a capacity of four cubic yards, or approximately six tons, and will be operatecl by electricity. The grade is such
that these loaded cars can run by gravity much of the distance from
the quarry to the mill, but at the bridge there is a one per cent grade
to be overcome.
Due to the foresight of Colonel Bills of Lincoln and Secretary
Calkins, Robert \'T. Hunt and Company, Engineers of Chicago, were
subsequently engaged. This Company made certain minor changes in
preyious plans. made exact measurements, contour and outcrop maps.
and reported upon the property as follows:
Kansas City, Mo., March 17, 1910.
Nebraska Portlanu Cement Company,
GENTLEMEN :-This is to certify that we have examined, analyzed and made
Portland Cement, from the samples of LIMESTONE and SHALE, samples submitted by you on the 15th of February, 1910, said samples received by express
from Superior, Neb., herewith we make our preliminary report on the work up
to and including the 7 days physical tests on the finished Portland Cement.
N-5!J ...................................................... SHALE
N -53 ................................................. LIMESTONE
N -57' .......................................... FINIS HED CEMENT
ANALYSIS OF RAW MATERIALS.

Tngredient Determined.

Shale N -59
Limestone N -58
Loss on Ignition ................................. \J. 70% .......... 41.10%
Silica ............................................ f)0.60 .......... 3.80
Alumina ......................................... 18.65 .......... 0.30
Iron Oxide .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 5.35 . . . . . . . . .. 1. 70
Calcium Oxide (Lime) ........................... 1.00 .......... 52.50
Magnesium Oxide (Magnesia) ................... 1.25 .......... 0.35
Sulphur Trioxide ................................ Trace ......... Trace
Alkalies ......................................... :1.10 ....... . Trace
9985% .......... 90.75%

CALCIUM CARBONATES ............................ 11.78% .......... \)3.45%
Color of Shale, pleasing light gray; Hardness, soft, fine even grain.
Color of Limestone, very light cream; Hardness, soft, chalky, uniform.
TRIAL DURN.

Several mixtures were calculated and trial burns made on small batches to
study the nature of the resulting clinker-color of the ground cement, etc., and
the following mixture was finally adopted for our tests:
Limestone, N -58 .......................................... 1000 parts by weight
Shale, N -58 ............................................... 240 parts by weight
Both the Limestone and the Shale were pulverized to pass the 100 mesh
sieve, and the above proportion mixed thoroughly, made into small balls, and
burned in the Braun Furnace to vitrification, the resulting clinker was black.
evenly burned and had a metallic ring (sound).
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AKALYSIS OF THE HESVLTlNG

CE~1ENT.

Loss on Ignition.....................................................
Silica ...............................................................
Alumina ............................................................
Iron Oxide ..........................................................
Magnesium Oxide (Magnesia) .......................................
Calcium Oxide (Lime) ..............................................
Sulphur Trioxide ...................................................
Alkalies ............................................................

0.80%
22.85'
(j. 20
;l.60
0.75
()5.40
trace
trac2

Total ........................................................... 99.60o/c
The above clinker was ground so that all passed a 100 mesh sieve. and th~n
one and one-half per cent of ground gypsum was added and thoroughly mixed,
and the following physical tests made on the finished cement.
PHYSICAL TESTS ON THE FINTSIIED CEMENT.

Speci!ic gravity of the cement... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3.20
Setting property (initial set) time required ...................... 2 hrs. 10 min.
(final set) time required ...................... 4 hrs. 35 min,
Normal Consistency:-Amount water required ....................... 24.00%
Fineness :-Passing 100 mesh sieve ................................... 100.00%
Passing 200 mesh sieve ................................... 87.50%
Accelerated Tests :-Air Pats (24 hours in moist air) Sound; hard, O. K.
Steamed Pats (3 hours in live steam) Sound; hard, O. K.
Boiling water Pats (3 hours in boiling water) Sound; hard
Amount of Gypsum added to the raw cement.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .... 1. 80%
Color of linished Cement. ......................................... Light gray
TENSILE STRENGTH.

24 hours in Moist Air
Neat
Cement
225 ills.
230
210
Average:

1 day in Air; 6 days in Water
Neat
Cement
62:') Ibs.
644
627

2312-3 Ibs. per sq. in.
24 hours.

628

2-:~

Ibs.
7 days.

1 day Air; 6 Water

Sand
1 Cement; 3 Sand

2101bs.
208
220
2122-3 Ibs.
7 days old.

REMARKS AND OPINIONS.

As the foregoing tests show, you will be able to make a high grade Portland
Cement from the material on your property. The limestone is very soft and uniform. making it very easy to grind and mix. The shale is ideal, very fine and
smooth grain, and remarkahly uniform in composition. The cement from your
matcri::ds will he light, pleasing gray, owing to small amount of iron in same.
Requirements of American Society for Testing Materials:
24 hours Neat 150-200 Ibs. 7 days Neat 450-550 Ihs. 7 days sand 150-200 lbs.
Your Cement passes all the requirements by wide margins. 28 days tests in
due time.
Reporting on the final 28 days tests, the Tensile Strength, Neat and Sand
Briquettes, said Cement made from your limestone and shale from Superior.
Neb., and reported on complete, except the 28 days tensile last month:
Laboratory Number, N-57.
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Fig. l.-View in the Cooler Building. Two cooler shells, 6 x 53 feet, in the
foreground . Di scharge end of the kilns in the background .

Fig. 2.-Pan Conveyor Honsing; th e Concrete Clinker Plate beneath. To
left, the Cooler Building, now enclosed. In the background, three kiln shell~
installed.
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TENSILE STRENGTH.

Neat
Sand (1 :3)
and %
7501bs. . ....... ".................................... 351 lbs .
741
............................................ . 368
747
.. , .. , .... '" ....... , ........................ 355
Average, 7461bs ............................................. 358 lbs. per sq. in.
REMARKS :-This Cement made from your" materials in Nebraska shows up
weIl on the 28 days tests; tensils passing the requirement of the American Society for Testing Materials by a wide margin. The increase over the 7 days is
very good indeed, and this 28 days tests shows beyond a doubt that your Cement
made from the Superior, Nebraska, materials is up to the standard; strong,
sounds and equal to the best brands of cement on the market.
Requirements for 28 days Tensils:
Neat 28 days, 550 to 650 lbs. per sq. in. Sand 28 days, 200 to 300 lbs.
RespectfuIly submitted,
, KANSAS CITY TESTING LABORATORY,
By A. C. LYON.
TESTS RY ROBERT W. HUNT AND COMPA)iY, ENGINEERS.

Chicago, August 19, 1911.
Nebraska Portland Cement Company,
City National Bank Bldg.•
Omaha, Nebraska.
GENTLEMEN:
Acting under your instructions we have made an examination and survey
of your cement properties and mill site near Superior, Neb., and beg to report
as follows:

Location:
The raw material properties are located one-half mile south of the NebraskaKansas state line in Jewell County. Kansas, and comprise 240 acres described as
follows:
W. 7:2 S. W. ~ Sec. 5, T. 1 S., R 7 W.
E. 7:2 S. W. ~ Sec. 5, T. 1 S., R 7 W.
W. 7:2 S. E. ~ Sec. 5, T. 1 S., R 7 W.
The mill site is abo\.lt one and one-half miles west of Superior, Nebraska, on
the north bank of the Republican River and alongside the Burlington and
Missouri Pacific Railroads. The distance from north line of quarry properties
to mill site is about 2% miles. The realty owned by the Company, consisting
of quarry, mill site and right-of-way for connecting railroad, are shown on
map accompanying this report.
Topography and Geology:
The raw material properties" consist of a limestone cap underlaid with shale.
The strata are practically level over the entire property. The limestone cap has
been eroded and cut through in many places down into the shales by weathering
and water action. These take the form of deep gullies through which smaIl
streams run. The elevation of the top of the limestone cap is about 150 feet
above the beds of the deepest gullies. In quarrying this material for cement
purposes, both limestone and shale can be taken from a single face if desired.
There is practicaIly no soil upon the limestone cap and no stripping will be
required either to open or oQerate the quarry.
Quantity of Material:
We have made a topographical survey to secure an accurate estimate of the
amount of raw material upon the property. This shows a sufficient quantity of
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limestone to produce 134,m13,872 barrels of Portland Cement. The limestone
is the limiting factor as the shale upon the property, above water level, is more
than double the amount needed to mix with the limestone.
.

Transportation to Mill Site:
To transport the raw material to the mill will require the building of about
three miles of industrial or standard railroad, preferably the latter. The most
of this road will be through the level Republican River valley and can be
cheaply constructed. It will be necessary to build a bridge across the Republican River about 270 feet long with about 700 feet of trestle at one end. There
are no engineering difficulties of any consequence and the total cost of this railroad should be very moderate. The road should be electrically operated.
Quarr:ying:
The quarrying of both shale and limestone can be done most cheaply by
steam shovel. It is possible that some blasting may be required in the lime
rock, but as this rock is very soft where it is not exposed to the air, the shovel
will usually be able to dig and load the rock easily without blasting. The
quarry is self-draining. Quarry and transportation costs should be extremely,
low.
Quality of Raw Material:
Samples of limestone and shale were taken from widely separated points covering the entire property, whkh were analyzed, with the following results:
Shales:
Shale 25 ft. above creek bed near north line east tier of 80',s, 100 ft. away from
other samplesPer Cent
Magnesia ..................... 1.01
Silica ........................ . 63.90
Alkalies ...................... 2.83
Oxide of Iron ............... . 2.43
Loss on Ignition... .. ... .... .. 9.50
Alumina ..................... . 19.09
Lime ........................ . 0.50
Shale taken from 10 ft. above creek bed near north line east tier of 80'sPer Cent
Lime. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.55
Silica ......................... 60.12
Magnesia..................... 1.25
Oxide of Iron ................ 4.87
Alkalies ....................... 2.68
Alumina ...................... 18.81
Loss on Ignition .............. 10.97
Shale 25 ft. above creek bed near north line east tier of 80'sPer Cent
Lime.........................
Silica ........... _.............. 64.04
Magnesia.....................
Oxide of Iron ................ 3. ~9
Alkalies ..................... .
Alumina ...................... 19.67
Loss on Ignition..............

0.55
1.30

Shale 40 ft. above creek bed on east tier of 80's near north linePer Cent
Lime ............. " .. .. . . . . ..
Silica ......................... 66.78
Magnesia. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Oxide of Iron ................. 3.86- Alkalies ..................... .
Alumina ...................... 18.36
Loss on Ignition ..............

0.70
1.65
7.53

Sl}ale from bluff on creek south 40 center tier 80'sPer Cent
Lime.........................
Silica ......................... 64.18
Magnesia.....................
OxideofIron ........... i'..... 2.71
Alkalies ......................
Alumina ...................... 19.31 Loss on Ignition..............

0.50
1.65
3.08
8.98

9.40
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Limestone:
Limestone average sample on 6 ft. deep pit on center tier of 80's near north
line on top of hillPer Cent
Calcium Carbonate ........... S9.70
Silica ........................• 5.82 Magnesium Carbonate ........ 0.50
Oxide of Iron and Alumina.... 3.18
Moisture and Organic... . . .. .. 0.45
Limestone Blackstone north 40Per Cent
Silica ........•..•............. 3.72
Oxide of Iron and Alumina .... 3.74

Calcium Carbonate ........... 90.86
Magnesium Carbonate ....... :. 1.02
Moisture and Organic ......... 0.40

Limestone from top of trench on west side of hill on center tier of 80'sPer Cent Calcium Carbonate ........... 93.53
Silica......... .•.............. 3.22
Magnesium Carbonate ......... 0.40
Oxide of Iron and Alumina.... 2.40
Moisture and Organic ......... Trace
Limestone from west side of center tier of SO's trenched bottomPer Cent
Calcium Carbonate ............ 94.52
Silica......................... 2.32
Magnesium Carbonate.. ... .... 0.43
Oxide of Iron and Alumina.... 2.94
Moisture and Organic ......... Trace
Lime rock bottom of trench on hill side near north line center tier of 80's
east side of hillPer Cent
Calcium Carbonate ............ 89.16
Magnesium Carbonate......... 0.48
Silica... ...................... 4.68
Oxide of Iron and Alumina .... 3.96
Moisture and Organic......... 1.40
Lime rock south 40 center tier of SO'sPer Cent
Calcium Carbonate ........... . 92.20
Silica......................... 2.64
Magnesium Carbonate ........ . 0.37
Oxide of Iron aid Alumina..... 3.28
Moisture and Organic ......... . 1.54
Lime rock pits on top of hill near north line of center tier of 80'sPer Cent
Calcium Carbonate ............ 92.11
Magnesium Carbonate ......... 0.71
Silica ......................... 3.68
Oxide of Iron and Alumina.... 3.42
Moisture and Organic ......... Trace
Limestone south line north 40 center tier of 80's outcrop-"
Per Cent
Calcium Carbonate ............ 90.01
Silica ......................... 4.52
Magnesinm Carbonate ........ 0.51
Oxide of Iron and Alumina.... 3.10
Moisture and Organic......... 1. 29
Limestone from top of trench east side of hill ncar north line center tier
of so's horizon 30 ft. above. Sample taken from bottom.
Per Cent
Calcium Carbonate ........... . 90.14
Silica ......................... 4. S4
Magnesium Carbonate ....... . 0.47
Oxide of Iron and Alumina.... 3.52
Moisture and Organic ........ . 0.S2
Limestone old quarry face, 10 ft. below surface right tier SO's near center
linePer Cent
Calcium Carbonate ........... 91.30
Silica ......................... 3.16
Magnesium Carbonate ........ 0.53
Oxide of Iron and Alumina.... 3.S6
Moisture and Organic......... 0.62
Limestone old quarry face 10 ft. below surface, same horizon as other sample
taken 100 ft. distant from this. East tier SO's near center linePer Cent
Calcium Carhonate ............ 93.44
Silica......................... 2.22
Magnesium Carbonate ........ 0.54
Oxide of Iron and Alumina .... 2.72
Moisture and Organic ......... 0.94
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These samples run very regular and the average analysis is as follows:
Shales
Limestones
Per Cent >Per Cent
Silica> ................................................. 63.80
3.71
Oxide of Iron and Alumina ............................. 22.48
3.28
Lime .................................................. 0.56
51.30
Magnesia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.37
0.25

~~~~li~~1

Ignition

} ................................... 12.14

41.40

One part of average shale to four parts of average limestone by weight gives
by calculation a cement of the following composition:
Per Cent
Silica ................................................................. 24.40
Oxide of Iron and Alumina ............................................ 11.04
1 ime ................................................................. 63.83
Magnesia ............................................................. 0.73
The above chemical composition is that of a high grade, first class Portland
Cement.

Physical Characteristics of Raw Material:
The limestone is very soft and somewhat porous. The loss on air drying
or two samples, especially selected with regard to excess moisture conditions,
lost in weight by air drying 9.54% and 8.69% respectively. An absorption test
was then run by placing two samples for forty-eight hours under water. One
of them absorbed 13.28% and the other 11.92% of water. These probably represent the worst possible moisture conditions, and proper crushers and dryers
installed at the mill will readily handle this material.
The shale is very finely divided, having no grit, and can be easily worked in
quarry and in mill.
Mill:
We have made an examination of the general plans of your proposed mill
and find that they are for a complete and well balanced mill and in accord with
the best modern practice. If the detail plans are carefully worked out and the
installation properly done, you should be able to produce cetpent at a very moderate cost. At a recent visit to your plant we found that the foundations for
raw storage bins, rotary dryers, raw grinding machinery, rotary kilns, clinker
storage and also foundations for buildings enclosing above machinery were
finished ready for machinery and superstructure. The machine shop was completed and part of the tools were installed.
Mill Site:
The mill is located upon level bottom land high enough not to be overflowed.
An abundance of water for all purposes can be obtained direct from the Re. publican River, or better still from pits sunk into the sand and gravel a few
rods away from the river. The foundations for mill and machinery are very
good.

eapitalization:
The Company is incorporated under the laws of the State of Nebraska with
a capitalization of $1,200,000.00 Common Stock, and an issue of $800,000.00 in
bonds has been authorized. Inasmuch as the value of the raw material in the
quarry at one cent per barrel is over $1,340,000.00, and the profits upon the manufactured article should be at least ten times this amount the capitalization is
conservative. Furthermore, the management is in the hands of reliable and
trustworthy business men, who have so far conserved the expenditures so that
full value has been receiver! for all moneys expended.
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Transportation:
There are four railroads into Superior: the Burlington, Missouri Pacific,
N orthwe~tern, and Santa Fe. Of these, the two former run alongside the mill
site, and the Burlington has a switch into the property. Arrangements should
he made so that all lines entering Superior should have free trackage privileges
into the Portland Cement plant.
Market:
A cement plant located at this point with the railroad facilities noted above
should practically monopolize the cement business in Nebraska, northern Kansas,
eastern Wyoming, northeastern Colorado, and eastern Montana, inasmuch as the
nearest cement mills are at Kansas City, 260 miles to the southeast, and at
Mason City, Iowa, 400 miles to the northeast. With such a territory as this
they should readily market their output.
Costs:
By using a steam shovel in the quarries and building a modern up-to-date
cement mill, so designed that the flow will be constant and uniform, the labor
cost will be very low. By using oil for fuel at present prices for oil in the
Kansas-Oklahoma fields, tbe power and kiln burning costs wiII also be low.
Crude oil is now selling at 44c per barrel in southern Kansas, but the price is
likely to go much higher in the near future. We cannot, therefore, recommend
its use. A good grade of Missouri screenings can be had at a price of about
$2.50 per ton f. o. b. Superior, and the price will be reasonably constant. As it
will require about one ton of coal to produce power and fuel to manufacture
ten barrels of cement, the fuel cost per barrel will therefore he about twentyfive cents. Labor and repair costs should not exceed thirty to thirty-five cents
per barrel, making a total cost of production in the bin of fifty-five to sixty
cents per barrel.
COllclusion.·
From the data submitted above we conclude that a high grade Portland
Cement can, at a reasonable cost, he made from the raw materials upon your
property, and that there is enough of this raw material to make over one
hundred and thirty-four million barrels of cement. We find, furthermore, that
you have a splendid market tributary to your mill and good railroad facilities
for marketing your product.
Respectfully submitted,
ROBERT W. HUNT & Co.
LVR/DJM
THE QPARRY

Years ago, Mr. Robert Yates calculated that there was chalk enough
in this quarry for 100,000,000 barrels of cement. In 19II, Robert
Hunt and Company, after making a more exact survey, estimated
134,000,000 barrels. At the present price of cement, $1. 10 a barrel at
the mill, this becomes a great sum.
The quarry consists of two hundred and forty acres of land, cut by
deep ravines, as shown in the accompanying topographic map, and it
is estimated that quarry faces nearly three miles in extent are developed here. The rock consists of two layers, the topmost being soft
chalk of a white color, the bottom, fine-grained shale of a slate color.
The chalk belongs to the Niobrara formation, 2nd varies from a few
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feet to 150 feet in thickness; while the shale belongs to the Carlile, and
has a thickness estimated to exceed 300 feet.
According to the records of Frank Albertson of Superior, this
shale is not pierced at 440 feet. Mr. L. V. Rice. of Robert Hunt and
Company, prepared a topographic .map (see accompanying plate), all
which contacts between the chalk and shale are indicated. He reports
the maximum thickness of chalk as 150 feet; of shale over 300 feet.
By comparison with many cement quarries, the one at Superior has
many natural advantages. Apparently there are no real problems to
solve, and, assuming good business management, the success of the
undertaking seems reduced to a certainty.
The cost of quarrying will be low because the quarries have natural
drainage, the chalk and shale are of unusual constancy and unformity,
are of about equal hardness, and both can be auarried by a self-propelling steam shovel. The cost of quarrying and delivering to the mill.
according to estimates, will be as low as twenty cents a ton. Quarry
operations will begin on the contact between the lime and the shale;
the track for the steam shovel running on the top of the shale layer. A
second track will ntn on a level ten feet below this to obtain the shale.
A minimum of six hundred tons of rock will be quarried during the
ten-hour day. Since approximately three parts of lime will be used to
one part of shale, the steam shovel will quarry lime for three consecutive days, then shale for one day, and so on in regular order. The
shale and chalk break so readily into chunks small enough to go directly
through the hammer mills that the expense of using a gyratory crusher
is unnecessary.
A force of seven men will be maintained at the quarry, the steam
shovel requiring a working crew of five men; while the operation of
the Company's railroad will require a crew of two men.
Contrast with this, those quarries which must be drained with
pumps; those in which the rock must be mined; or those which, for
lack of uniformity, necessitates the culling out of certain layers, such
as magnesian bands; or those for which the lime and shale must be
shipped long distances by rail-as much as 125 miles in one instance,
Some plants dredge lake bottoms for marl, others work marl beds, and
go to a distant quarry for their shale.
Some of these plants, though with fewer natural advantages than
the Nebraska Portland Cement Company, h:l.Ve nevertheless been
singularly successful in the quality of their products and the amount
of their dividends.
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NIOBRARA CHALK OVERLAID BY PIERRE SHALE, NORTHERN BOYD COUNTY.
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Parts of two anticlines and a fault zone. See Fig. 3, Plate 12.
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THE PLANT.

The geographic position of this plant is very favorable, because of
the uncommonly large extent of territory without competitors. The
nearest competing plant is 250 miles to the south, while in some directions competing plants are as much as five hundred miles distant.
The plant of the Nebraska Portland Cement Company is advantageously located on the Republican River near the tracks of the Burlington and the Missouri Pacific Railroads, which give track connections with the Chicago and Northwestern, and the Santa Fe.
lts proximity to one of the most promising towns of southern N ebraska assures for employees the advantage of churches, schools, and
recreation. The plant when completed will consist of twelve to fifteen
steel and concrete buildings, all of them well designed and stably built.
The most important of these buildings are enclosed and roofed.
Already $290,000 have been spent upon this plant, and from $I75,000
to $180,000 more will put the Nebraska Portland Cement Company's
plant in operation. According to Robert Hunt and Company, the mill
will cost $575,000 to $600,000 when completed, including $roo,ooo
working capital. This is much below the average cost of eighteen
mills with which it has been compared.
Back of this enterprise are reliable business men of Omaha, Lincoln,
and other towns of the State; and the writer confidently expects to
see the first modern cement mill in Nebraska in productive operation
before the close of !9I3, though unexpected delay may result from the
incapacity of steel mills to meet demands.
An ample machine shop, and store rooms with forges, shears.
punches, saws, press drills, and other machinery has enabled this Company to do much of its own constructional work at a reduced cost.
The large steel and concrete buildings, with their ponderous kilns,
dryers, coolers, steel bins, tunnels, and elevator shafts, are most impressive, and promise well for the future. They show such stability
and thoroughness of workmanship that confidence is inspired.
The Company has already built the office, the machine shop and
storage room, the blacksmith shop, clinker open storage, shale and rock
storage buildings, cooler, finishing and kiln buildings; while the dryer
building and that for raw grinding are partly done. The power house
and storage building are being assembled and will be put up last.
The mill was designed originally for oil installation, but this plan
has been abandoned because of the present advance in oil, and instead
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coal is to be used. If worked to full capacity, two thousand five hundred barrels of cement a day are possible. This will require daily two
hundred and fifty tons of coal, obtainable at Kansas, Iowa, or Missouri
at $2.65 to $3.00 a ton. The Company will use a good grade of
bituminous slack, high in British thermal units. This will be passed
through rotary driers and screened before going into the Fuller Lehigh
pulverizers. The powdered coal is elevated into great steel storage
tanks, located above and in front of the kilns, and carrying a twelvehour supply. The ~xtremely fine coal dust is injected by a forced draft
into the discharge end of each kiln causing immediate combustion of
the coal in suspension, and intense heat.
In the kiln building, the three great shells now rest upon their piers,
as shown in accompanying half tones. Each shell is 125 feet long
with a diameter of 8 feet, weighs 70 tons, and i~; built to carry 50 tons'
of silica brick and 40 tons of clinker, making a total of 160 tons. As
an item of interest, it may be mentioned that each of the three shell:>
cost $I 1,000, and required three freight cars in transit, the freight
on each shell being $)00.
OPERATION OF THE PLANT.

In brief, the stages in the manufacture of cement at this plant are
about as follows: beginning at the quarry, the limestone and shale
are secured by a self-propelling steam shovel and loaded upon electrically operated cars. These cars, with a capacity of about six tons
each, will carry the lime and shale a c:istance of two and one-half
miles to the mills, and drop them directly into the hammer mills, which
reduce large lumps to pieces the size of a one-inch ring in a single
operation.
This crushed material is fed directly into the drying kilns, each of
which is 30 by 50 feet. Any surplus, in excess of what is needed for
a continuous run, is conveyed to the shale storage and lime storage
buildings. From the drying kilns it goes to the steel bins, which are
provided with automatic weighing clevices enabling the chemist to
control the mix with accuracy. From the bins and scales, the mix
passes through the Fuller raw grinders, and is conveyed into the steel
feecl tanks, which discharge into the upper ends of the great kilns.
These revolving kilns are set on a slant of about one-fourth of an inch
to the foot.
At the end of three hours, the mix, subjected to a temperature of at
least 2500°, is discharged from the kiln, which has revolved once every
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thirty or forty seconds. The mix is now in the form of melted rock,
called clinker. The intensely hot clinker is passed through two
great rotary coolers, to conveyers which carry and drop it in
great piles in. the open storage building. This supply of clinker is
elevated as needed into the steel bins in the finishing building. Here
one per cent of gypsum is added to the clinker, and it thereupon passes
through the finishing- mills. N ow it is in the form of cement, and is
carried by screw conveyors to the great storage house where it is
packed in paper and cloth bags ready for market.
The sequence of mechanical treatment is shown graphically in the
accompanying ground plan of the Nebraska Portland Cement Company.
SHIPPING FACILITIES.

The shipping facilities of Superior are favorable; for the Burlington, Northwestern, Missouri Pacific, and Santa Fe intersect here. The
Rock Island, now within nine miles of Superior, will make the fifth
line of railroad, when contemplated extensions are made.
Captain Adams, and Mr. H. G. Calkins, accompanied by Mr. Holdrege, General Manager of the Burlington, called upon Mr. Darius
Miller, President of the Burlington system, in the interest of the N ebraska Portland Cement Company, and, at this interview the Company
was granted freight rates and joint shipping facilities from Superior,
which would enable them to meet competitors on an equal basis.
PROPOSED HYDRO-ELECTRIC POWER PLANT.

To increase its efficiency, and to reduce costs, the Nebraska- Portland
f:ement Company has drawn plans for a Hydro-Electric Power Plant
to be located on the Republican River two miles west of their mill.
Formal applications for this water right have been filed in the office of
the State Engineer, and the plans have been approved and accepted by
him. The preliminary surveys for this work, made by Mr. Roberts,
Assistant State Engineer, are shown on a reduced scale in an accompanying' fig-ure. The water is to be taken out of the Republican River
at Guide Rock, and after flowing in an artificial canal for nine miles,
will discharge into the river two miles west of the Cement Company's
plant. This will give a fall of 40 feet. During normal conditions of
the Republican River, 4000 horse power can be developed; and 1990
horse power at the lowest stage of the river.
After the Nebraska Portland Cement Company's plant has been put
in successful operation, and thoroughly tested, the project of develop-
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ing the Hydro-Electric plant, in conjunction with it, will be pushed to
completion.
CEMENT ROCK.

Corre~pondents

are frequently asking-first, what is cement rock,
and second, how can it be recognized? In answer to the first inquiry it
may be stated in simple terms that cement rock is impure limestone. If
limest0ne contains the right proportion of impurities it constitutes
natural cement rock, and can be burned directly into cement. If, on
the other hand, the limestone is too pure, impurities in the way of clay
can be supplied by art, in order to make Portland cement. The chemist
can tell the exact proportion of impurities which must be added.
In answer to the second question, how can cement rock be recognizcd,
it may be stated that the following indicate hydraulic properties:
A dirty appearance, indicative of impurities in the limestone.
A. fetid or agrillaceous odot, indicating that clay is present as
an impurity in the limcstone.
3d. A tendency to effervesce slowly with hydrochloric acid. It
should be remembered that magnesian limestone also effervesces
slowly, if at all, but it can be distinguished because it effervesces actively if either the acid or the stone is heated.
4th. Such density and compactness of texture that the limestone
tends to break with a conchoidal or shell-shaped fracture.
5th. If limestone, when powdered, calcined, dissolved in hydrochloric acid, filtered, and evaporated, according to laboratory methods,
leaves gellatinous silica, it is likely to have hydraulic properties.
I

st.

2.

It is apparent that wherever limestone and ,.hale outcrops, there is
a cement possibility, and at the present moment, members and.associates of the Nebraska Geological Survey are engaged in making analyses
of the limestones and shales of the State to determine their adaptability
to this use. Two formations, namely the Carboniferous limestones
and shales of southeastern Nebraska, and the Niobrara chalk and accompanying shales of southern and northeastern Nebraska, offer the
greatest possibilities. The likeliest one is thought to be that at Superior.
Though buried from view, as a rule, the Niobrara chalk and underlying Carlile shale, as seen at Superior, runs northwestward along the
Missouri River at \Vynot and St. Helena, and across the river at Yankton. At Niobrara the order of beds is somewhat reversed, for here the
chalk of the Niobrara formation is overlaid by shale of the Pierre for-
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Fig. 1.-Niobrara Chalk cliff, underlaid by Carlile Shale. Characteristic
ex posure in the vicinity of St. Helena, St. James, and Wynot, Cedar County.

I;ig. 2.-Niobrara Chalk, south bank of Republican River, near Red Cloud,
Webster County.
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matiotl. This though coarser than the Carlile shale will yield in general
a similar analysis. Professor E. F. Schramm, Mr. C. Harold Eaton,
assistant geologists, and the writer have each visited and explored
this region, and find the cement possibilities good. Just across the
Niobrara River, at its confluence with the Missouri, there is a point of
land studded with bold chalk bluffs capped with shale, which bids for
the location of a plant. Twelve to fifteen miles west of this point the
chalk disappears.
The writer fully shares the interest which people feel in the success
and prosperity of the Nebraska Portland Cement Company now deyeloping the cement industry at Superior.
The Nebraska Geological Survey
Lincoln, lannary, 1913.

Distributed February, 1913.

